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1 - The intromercial

--- The Ryuu Archives ---
 
The intromercial
 
-----------------------------------
 
Welcomes to the Ryuu Archives.
 
A few words before we start.
 
Nitwit! Blubber! Oddment! Tweak!
 
Now, a few more important and meaningful words.
 
Firstly, If you see the name of a character you''ve never heard of before, don''t you worry. My convis with
Tori often involve extreme HTF/H*R/FOP/SBSP/IZ/HP/SV crossovers.
 
And if you didn''t understand that, I''ll spell it out in full words.
 
Happy Tree Friends/Homestar Runner/Fairly Odd Parents/SpongeBob SquarePants/Invader Zim/Harry
Potter/Smileville
 
Happy?
 
Now, secondly. I''ll be updating the Archives as often as I can be bothered. Still happy?
 
Thirdly. If you see [name removed], that''s for personal reasons. Don''t ask.
 
And fourthly. If you see anything Ryuu-related that has been left out of the Archives, please tell me.
 
Thankyou. You can all go away now. Or read the Archives. Whatever floats your boat.



2 - Frofilistic - The profile

--- The Ryuu Archives ---
 
Frofilistic - The profile
 
-----------------------------------
 
The name --- Ryuu
The gender --- Male
The species --- Dragon
The colour --- Dark red
The hair --- Brown
The eyes --- Brown
The clothes --- White shirt, black tie, black (sometimes brown) pants, glasses
The birthday --- March 1st, 1992 (same as mine)
The starsign --- Pisces
The origin --- Created by a letter from the HTF gods
The faves ---
 --- Colour --- Brown
 --- Food --- Pretzels
 --- Hobbies --- Stamp collecting, drawing disturbing HTF yaoi, cultural dancing
 --- People --- Me, Oddity, Tori, Lifty, Cosmo (Yes, Cosmo)
 --- Thing to say --- Hiya.
The good stuff ---
 --- He''''s funny
 --- He''''s sweet (most of the time)
 --- He''''s absopositivelyfreakinglutely adorable
The bad stuff ---
 --- He draws creepy HTF yaoi pictures
 --- He confuses people
 --- He may accidently drop a heavy object on you
The short description --- Ryuu is a random being. End of freaking story.
The theme song --- Weird Al Yankovic - Bob



3 - Don't say it - Stuff he's said

--- The Ryuu Archives ---

Don''t say it - Stuff he''s said

-----------------------------------

"Hiya."
"Huh?"
"I''m a trendy tote bag!"
"Pudding."
"My tie hurts."
"-random long string of swearing-"
"I hope something eats you."
"Boo."
"TISSUE!!!"
"PINK AND PURPLE SPOTTED EVIL MUFFIN OF UBER-DOOM!"
"CHICKEN LAND!!!"
"I shall name him Squishy, and he shall be mine!"
"I''m Dory!"
"Mmmm... magnetic!"
"Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah."
"Cookie!"
"I shall create... A MONSTER!!!"
"Uh... IT WAS HER!!!"
"I''m a dragon? Uh... I mean... SHE''S A DRAGON IN DISGUISE!!!"
"SEE! SHE''S A DRAGON!!11111!!one!"
"I''m a n00b!"
"ENGLISH HOMEWORK!!!"
"Who''s confused?"
"...what? No, I asked for a double cheeseburger with extra blue ink..."
"CAAAAFFFFFFEEEEIIIIINNNEEEEEEEEEEE!!!"
"I SQUISH PILLOWS!!!"
"Yaoi tastes funny."
"PILLOWCASE!!"
"Hey, hey, hey! It''s Faaaaaaaaat Albert!"
"ALIENS IN DISGUISE!!"
"I HAVE AN IDEA!!! How about... HTF yuri?"
"What happened to the other 9 Bens? Did they take drugs?"
"TOOTHBRUSH!!"
"Did somebody say jellyfishing?"
"MEMORIAL STATUE OF SKUNK BREATH!!!"



"JAPANESE TOURISTS AT TWELVE ''O'' CLOCK!!!"
"Willy!!! Be free!"
"My best friend is a Nutella spoon."
"This tastes like strawberry-flavoured hair."
"TIMMY TURNER ATE HIS HAT!!!"
"SMEE!!!"
"Oh, I eat squirrels all the time! I made some soup out of the rest of your family just last night! Isn''t that
great?"
"KNEECAP!!!"
"Time to feed the leeches!"
"SPEECH IMPEDIMENT!!!"
"I feel unloved."
"YAY!"
"YAY! I CAN''T SEE!!!"
"Banana face?"
"CHOCOLATE!!!"
"Emoticon?"
"SPANISH TURTLE!!!"
"PSYCHIC MONKEYS FROM MARS!!!"
"You speaks funny. You really liugp;fgnerhg]erig mr speaks funny."
"POWERPUFF GIRLS!!!"
"AEROGUARD!!!"
"JACK SPARROW!!!"
"MY CLOTHES ARE WRINKLED!!!"
"SAUSAGES!"
"PEANUT BUTTER!!!"
"SPATULA OF NEPTUNE''S RIGHT EYE!"
"Is it half time yet? I need chewing gum."
"TEN PIN SOCCER!!"
"TOILET BRUSH!!"
"Stave it off, 1, 2, 3, and now you can count to THREE!"
"CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS!!!"
"TROGDOOOOOOOOORRRRR!!!"
"It smells like peanut butter."
"Only liars and thieves eat Grumblecaaaaaaaakes... and those people go to prison."
"TOMATO PIE!!"
"I''M NOT WEARING SOCKS!!!"
"Gjnkffllllbges."
"Look, I can make it say Oboe Shoes!"
"Well, I''m off to watch Butt''s Twelve By Pies."
"Marry meh!"
"I think he''s on to you."
"EBIL! "
"Your hair tastes like strawberry chewing gum."
"CHEWING GUM!!!"
"Political correctness is for squares."
"Gimmee your TEETH!"



"Hehe... you look funny making out with Russell, Shifty..."
"Mashed potatoes..."
"RI? That sounds like FBI... except without the R... and with an extra FB..."
"THEY''RE HAUNTING YOU!!!"
"I know you are, but what am I?"
"What? Did you just say socks?"
"THE COFFEE MADE ME DO IT!!!"
"Mime is stalking you, Tori. I have proof."
"Tori... your head is a purple blob..."
"What? There''s nothing nasty in there."
"Good boy."
"MY LOVE!!!"
"Just because the colour of YOUR hair doesn''t match your eyebrows."
"But your head is smexy."
"Your hair tastes nice."
"SHING!!! Sparkle sparkle."
"Fhqwhgads."
"Help me."
"Ooooooooooooooowwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww."
"IT''S THE CHORT!!!"
"TANDOORI MONKEY FEET!!!"
"OMG IT''S THE END OF THE HUMAN RACE!!!"
"Hey, tutu boy!"
"OBOE SHOES!!!"
"AAH!!! I''M BEING ATTACKED BY... THE GEDDUP NOISE!!!"
"AUNT RUTHIE! AUNT RUTHIE! THERE''S KETCHUP ON THE COMPUTER!"
"LEEKO LEEKO LEEKO!!"
"YAOI!!!"
"Effil''s my middle name!"
"DISCOUNT FLASHBACK WAREHOUSE!!!"
"PRETZEL!!!"
"Wow. Your hair tastes like peanut butter. I assumed it would taste like strawberry chewing gum like
DB''s does."
"GREEK SUGAR MUFFIN!!!"
"MY PEOPLE!!!"
"OMG PRETZEL!!!"
"POTATO BREAD!!"
"TERLET BRUSH!"
"EVERYBODY TO THE LIMIT!!"
"CHIMPANZEE ELEPHANT!!!"
"And I love pretzels!"
"Ooh, is it time to dance already?"
"TEEN GIRL SQUAD!!!"
"ROAST TURKEY''D!"
"SO-AND-SO''D!"
"WHATSERFACE''D!!!"
"HUGATREE!!!"



"OMG EXHIBIT B!!!"
"BURLAP SACK''D!!!"
"Hehe, you''ve just been SACK''D!"
"Flaky''s a boy?"
"Here comes the Thnikkaman!!"
"TECHNOCHOCOLATE!!!"
"No, YOU are."
"Sound like something HE would have said."
"Daaaa-aaaa-aaah!"
"NO GARY, NO!"
"No Gary no, no Gary no, no Gary no Gary NO GARY NO!"
"TURDUCKEN!!"
"WE LIKE THE MOOOOOOOOOON!"
"DECEMBERWEEN, DECEMBERWEEN! Coach Z''s been drinking Listerine!"
"I''M A GOOFY GOOBER!"
"SEGMENTED EYES AND TURKEY FROTH!!"
"In a bulding..."
"WHAT IT IS MY DOGE?"
"Stripe-ed pants."
"When Coach puts you in, you gotta go for the win, Y2K turned out alriiiiiiiight...."
"You got SBLOUNSKCHED!!!"
"BLUE SOCK! BLUE SOOOCK!!!"
"And I will never, ever, ever, ever, ever write a song about Sibbie..."
"FORHORDLINGGRASS!!!"
"Wow. They jumped into the boat. Fish fish."
(in Coach Z''s body) "TENNIS PANTS!!!"
(Coach Z in Ryuu''s body) "Are you parsitive, Tori?"
(in Coach Z''s body) "Havin'' fun with my friends..."
(Coach Z in Ryuu''s body) "We need to get that wand!"
"HARVEST MOON''D!!!"
"I lest splender with tentacles pie!"
"EROTIC PIZZA!"
"...is my banana done yet?"
"SCARY POWERED BY THE CHEAT MEGA SUPER COW STENCH!!!!!"
"OMG!!!! MY IDOL!! SIGN MY SEVEN UNWASHED GREEN DAY T-SHIRTS!!!"
"SMILEVILLE YAOI!!!!!!!!"
"THERE IS NO HAVEN FOR THE BUTTERNUT SQUASHES OR THE SEVENTH SIDE OF THE
FLUFFY DIE!!!"
"...I... eat... pianos for my grgnmiogillionth breakfast..."
"PRETZELPRETZELPRETZELPRETZELPHHHHHTGT%T%ETGGGG!!!"
"Ooh! Ooh! I want to be bloody!"
"PROFESSOR SNAPE JUST GOT EATEN BY HIS CAULDRON!!!"
"SNAPE ATE ALL HIS POTION INGREDIENTS!!!!!!"
"OMFG!!!! IT''S DEMOCRACY MAN!!!!!!!!!!!"
"OMG!!!!! IDEA!!!!! LET''S MAKE COSMO AND HARRY MAKE OUT!!!!!!!"
"FISHY''S TURN!!!!!!!"
"FIVE!!!!!!"



"I''MA BIRD-WEARING TUII!!!!"
"I''m a bajillion people!!"
"STOP MARRYING ME!!!!!!!!!!!"
"My face says ''No Avatar Uploaded.''"
"And by the power interested in me... I delcare this patty and bun... A HAMBURGER!!!!!!"
"CRIKEY!!!!!!!!!!!!"
"Fan art go screwy-screw."
"NO SNICKERING IN THE HALLS!!! This calls... for the HAAAAAALL MONITOR!!!"
"And to start things off tonight, we have an extremely important guest star... INVADER ZIMMY!"
"Siiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiggggggggghhhhhhhhh."
"YAY FOR NON-EXISTANT NUMBERS!!"
"Rgekgnth''itrjhiillion!"
"I smell like peanuts!"
"ICE CUBE!!!"
"Gimme pretzel?"
"Too... much... huggy..."
"Wh0ot ham!"
"I''m on to you, buddy."
"The coyotes want to rip you to shreds and feed your remains to their rabid gummibear leaders! Isn''t
that great?"
"Get down and shave your head with your bad self yo!"
"Hey! You''re my long lost monk twin brother from Antarctica!"
"Taaaaaaaangleeeee..."
"YAY! JUICE!"
"NOT TALKIN BOUT THE K-O-T!!!!"
"I talksh with a fakesh lishp."
"I told you she was married to Voldermort."
"I''m a Weasley!"
"EVOLUTIONARY BREAKTHROUGH!!!"
"But they''re in space!"
"I''m afraid I''ve got some bad news, boys. You''re not funny. Everyone hates your music. I smell like pea
soup."
"I smell like pea soooooooooup!"
"This isn''t working. We need a crossover."
"I has a crown!! ONG!!!"
"SNIZZLEFRAZZY!"
"I think it poked me... with a supergalactic radioactive poking lemon... HOLY CRAP!! IT''S EATING
ME!!!!"
"I''m pen-tastic!"
"OMG!!! It''s The One!"
"CLUBBING AT WAL-MART!"
"Are you SURE you''re not related to Jealousy the Overlord?"
"Hey! That''s SB''s right foot!"
"NO ONE CAN BEAT KH2 COS-PLAY!"
"IT''S REE-YOO!!!"
"I sense... miscellaneous seafood."
"Shiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy..."



"I''m not Kissyboots and that thing plays not-bass."
"DENTIST!!! Jugga jigga wugga."
"Who play can not bass?"
"You play can not bass."
"Hi no-name."
"DecemberweendecemberweendecemberweenHAPPYFIREWORKSdecemberweendecemberween..."
"Whee."
"Lookie! Popcorn and candy corn and corn corn and corn chips with extra corn!!!"
"Booga booga booga! Gummiiiiiii!!!"
"Hehe... your glasses look funny."
"Be''s in our band?"
"Ooh! Me help!"
"STEEEEEK!!!"
"And to start things off, we''ll have... A CONGA LINE!!!"
"ROSE RHYMES WITH NOSE!!! AND TOES!!!"
"I''m not sane!!!"
"FLIBBLETIGIBBETT!!!"
"LIFE!!!"
"ONG!!! IT SWIMS!!"
"Da da-da-da-daaaaa! It''s CROSSOVER TIMEEEE!!!"
"RANDOM FIGHTING VIDEO GAME!!!"
"I kill j00 all!!!!!!!"
"Moosh!"
"Good doggy! Go fetch the stick."
"FETCH THAT DAMN NEWT, PORKYPINUUU!!!"
"Gold star two!!!"
"SUPER F ATTACK EBIL MEE FIEND!!!"
"Fine then. SUPER F ATTACK EBIL SENSEI THING TEACHER!!!"
"AND HIKU!!!"
"MYSTICAL SPACE NEWTS OF D00000000000M!"
"HERO OF PEASANTRY!!! I SALUTES YOU!!"
"YAY FOR MORE NON-EXISTANT NUMBERS!!"
"A-squisheh."
"This looks like a job... for PLAN G!!! ...or maybe Super F."
"YAY! MORE MAKE-OUT!!!"
"MAKE. OUT. NOW."
"My name is Yuri."
"MISSION ACCOMPLISHED!!!
""MUSTARD!!!"
"Severed foot kill forests."
"Discount briiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiick."
"Nyh."
"COOKING EQUIPMENT FOR MASTER!!!"
"ATTRACT OF THE FLIDGET GRIFFON TACO FRITTERS!!! OHNOES!!!"
"CANOPY''S!!!"
"MAKE-OUT TWO!!!"
"Clooooooooooooooooones."



"Miscellaneous squirrel."
"Take DAT, Misc squorrel."
"NOT A RHYME!!!"
"And now, a word from our sponsor."
"DANCY DANCE!!!"
"I eat hearts for breakfast."
"Rootbeer..."
"DONK!!!"
"Plocket!"
"Sno-cone! SNO-CONE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"
"KRA''AGH! KLEET''OH BRANGH CHE''EKOH TAGHQ?"
"Oh, it''''s all ''work, work, work,'' with you spirit types. Take a freaking break. Go eat pizza. Try to actually
be cool."
"WE''S ARE TEH STAFF CLAN-PEOPLES OF DOOOOOOOM!!!"
"YAY! PARTY!!!"
"I''MA SNOBBY CELEBRITY!!!"
"LET''S HAVE A BABY AND GIVE IT SOME RIDICULOUS NAME!!!"
"Bert swallowed his snorkel."
"Crumpets loathe the ruler of Toontown''s goat!"
"Eat pickles on Wednesdays!"
"Beware. Maths homework is a terrible burden. Nothing is sacred. Beware the Jabberwocky, my son.
The jaws that bite and the claws that catch, and beware the Jubjub bird and the Bandersnatch."
"PICKLED FISHLIPS!!!"
"HE CUTS HIS WRISTS!!!"
"CLAUSTROPHOBIA!!!"
"Pumpkinator."
"Lookit! I''m a beetle!!"
"I CAUGHT A SNAKEY!!!"
"LYK WAZZUP D00D!?"
"TACKLEPOKE!!!"
"MY TURN!!!"
"OMG!!!! IT''S HOMESCHOOL WINNER!!!"
"NOT OBEY!!!"
"You''re a tortoise!"
"ABBAKADABBA!!!"
"Eeeeeeeeeeeeeeteeeeeeeeeeeeeeaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii."
"ONG!!! LOST ORDER!!!"
"Horse. HOOOOOOOOOOOUUUUSEEEEN."
"Cassfh regishtah."
"That sounds like a song. You know, that some guy with some high voice would sing."
"HELIUM TIME!!!"
"My pet donkey ate the house."
"MUTATED SAUERKRAUT OF LEMONS!!!!!!"
"UNPOPULAR!!!"
"Tapdance agaiiiiiin! Like the rhythm''s being eaten... BY A MARFMALLOW PENCIL SHARPENER!!!"
"BREAKFAST!!!"
"TOON IDIOT GROUP!!! CHEEREATER!! FONE-AND-PO''S!! NOTSHISNAME!! THE



NOTSOADORABLEUGLEH TWO!!!!!"
"SOCCERESS!!!"
"Wooh! I finished not-last in the whatever-yard crawl! I''MANICEGUY!!"
"Bob!"
"Toaster!"
"Seven potatos made this lemonade up as we throw explosive tophats at Miscellaneous Squirrel."
"Ooh, miscellaneous."
"ATOMIC CHEESEBURGER!!!"
"I like purple monkey dishwashers."
"The peanut of knowledge is no match for the Viematese sock of eternal damnation."
"Mystical space newt, yo."
"SHINY TEEF!!!"
"Look at me! I''m WONDERFUL!!"
"I look PRETTY!!!"
"WOOH! BALLAD OF THE SNEAK!!!"
"KLEMOPS!!!"
"LIFE CRAB!!!"
"Die-tissue-newt-pencil-taxpayment-yo!"
"COPY CAT!!!"
"LASER DISK!!!!!"
"Stupid Uncle Egg! I wanna pony for Decemberween!"
"FLASH OF MISCELLANEOUS LIGHT!!!"
(Kenya in Ryuu''''s body) "Sockers!"
"Napkin alert! NAPKIN ALERT!!!!!!!"
"Buttered wings for good ''''ol Ryuu..."
"OOOOOOOOOH.......!!!!"
"Guys! Lookie here!"
"PRETTYFUL COLORS!"
"Sorry......"
"I traveled to Mexico......."
"Hola amigo. ¿El cuidado para poner chocolate en sus pantalones? ¿O. ..... le hace quiere poner un
taco en el lavabo?"
(translated) "Hi friend. Care to put chocolate in your pants? Or...... would you care to put a taco in the
toilet?"
"LOOKIE AT ME!"
"Taco for your soul!"
"OW!"
"YIPPIE!"
"Whhhhhheeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Does Tessy likie the air?"
"CAN DO! WHEEEEE!!!!!!!! WE''''RE GOING DOOOOOOooooooooowwwwwwwwwnn..........."
"Have you ever played a game called ''Dancin'''' Gummi Bears''? It''s fun!"



4 - Conversational - Stuff with the others

--- The Ryuu Archives ---

Conversational - Stuff with the others

-----------------------------------

ME: Ooh, yesh, they would make great friends.
RYUU: -starts to draw something-
ME: NO, RYUU!!! NOT IN THAT WAY!!!

RYUU: I know no Japanese, except for kawaii... and some other stuff.
ME: Your name is Japanese.

TORI: AUSTRALIA IS SO COOL!
RYUU: SO ARE PRETZELS!!!

RYUU: Uhh... what were we talking about?
TORI: A blue fishy with no memory.
RYUU: You mean like a donkey?

TORI: God, you''re perveted, Ryuu... but not as much as DB is.
RYUU: I''M NOT CONVERTED!!!
TORI: I said perverted.
RYUU: Exactly.

FLIPPY: -dazed- How do ducks mate?
RYUU: Ooh! Ooh! I have a video!!

GIR: [DB] wears a wig, you know.
RYUU: Not anymore, he doesn''t. -burp-
TORI: You ATE DB''s ''fro?
RYUU: It tastes funny.

PETUNIA: What are you doing?
RYUU: Putting [sawdust] in DB''s cereal!

HANDY: I hate having no hands.
RYUU: And irony?
HANDY: That too.

TORI: Ryuu, use DB instead.
RYUU: But leeches don''t like strawberry chewing gum.



RYUU: JAPANESE TOURISTS!!!!
ME: Not again...

TORI: YAY FOR CLICHE PIRATE SONGS!!!
RYUU: Clee-shay?
TORI: It means like, the common way stuff is, y''know?
RYUU: CLEAN SHAVE!!!

RYUU: Chewing-gum hair is over at the gift store flirting with Marzipan.
TORI: Chewing gum hair?
RYUU: Well, his hair tastes like chewing gum. But if you have previously drank a bottle of creamy soda,
it tastes like licorice.

FLIPPY: Um... what''s so stimulating about covering someone''s mouth?
ME: We will never know.
RYUU: Unless...

RYUU: Lifty, your nose is upside-down.
LIFTY: No, you''re upside-down, stupid.
RYUU: No, really.
ME: WTF!? IT IS!
LIFTY: HUH?

ME: Who are you?
SEAN: Sean. Tori''s friend. A red deer.
ME: I can see that.
RYUU: Not when your eyes are closed.

TORI: I can''t believe Sean did that... and DB tastes like failure.
RYUU: I know.

TORI: -killing Sean over and over- This could take a while.
RYUU: Can I help?

STRONG SAD: Has anyone seen Gooblies?
RYUU: You mean the lobster? I ate it yesterday.

NUTTY: Give it baaaaaaaaaaaack!!
RYUU: Oh, you mean this?
NUTTY: COLD ONE COLD ONE!!!

MIME: (You, my friend, have issues.)
RYUU: Whaa...? I don''t speak mime.
ME: You can so, Ryuu. Remember the one we saw in Strong Badia the other day?
RYUU: That was a mime? I thought it was a turkey baster.



TORI: Uh, Ry? What''s the remote for?
RYUU: Apparently it''s one of those TV remotes that work on people.

BUBS: JUST YOU WAIT TILL THE NEXT FALL FLOAT PARADE, COACH Z!!!
RYUU: Why wait?

ME: Bubs, I thought YOU were the Thnikkaman!
RYUU: He what?

HOMSAR: You gotta get yours, I gotta get mine!
TORI: Get your what?
RYUU: His red steckled elbermung.
TORI: Ohhhhh.

RYUU: Hehe... Tubsy''s jealous.
BUBS: That''s not my name.

FWEE: Where did you get those?
RYUU: Uhh... internet?

RYUU: OMG!!! SNAPE JUST-
SNAPE: -whacks Ryuu with a potion book-
RYUU: -faints-

TORI: My FAC profile has my marriage certificate with he who must not be named.
RYUU: You mean Voldemort?

ME: Ryuu! What are you doing?
RYUU: I couldn''t find the remote...

ZIM: WTF!? Why am I on some freaky HTF planet game show thing?
RYUU: Because the rabid fangirls wish it so. And because I''m being paid for it.

RYUU: I already told you, it''s an ice cube!
ME: And I already told YOU, YOU''RE a dragon.
RYUU: NOT A DRAGON!!!

RYUU: Wow! My hair looks almost NORMAL!! Taaaaaaaaangleee...
taaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaangleee...
ENVY: What was that supposed to be?
RYUU: Isn''t that the sound hair makes? Taaaaaaaaaaaaaaaangleeee...

ME: OMG CHARLIE!!! DO GREEN DAY!!! Um... Holiday! HOLIDAAAAAAYYY!!!
RYUU: I''m not a fan! -wearing Green Day shirt and waving a bunch of Green Day flags around-
ME: Ooh! And wear a Green Day shirt! HIS Green Day shirt! -pulls off Ryuu''s shirt-
RYUU: I feel warm.



RYUU: Is that the Big Knife?
ME: -.- Never mind Ryuu. He has to reference everything to Homestar Runner.
RYUU: Look! It''s Coach Z!!
ME: o.o;;

ME: o.o Ryuu, why is you always crossdressing?
RYUU: I DEFY THE AUTHORITIES!!!!!!!

RYUU: -draws a cat on the whiteboard- What''s this?
KIDS: A cat.
RYUU: No it''s NOT! IT''S A RABBIT IN DISGUISE! YOU ALL FAIL!! F MINUS
MINUS!!!!!!!

TORI: Hey, Ryuu has wingalings, can he fly?
RYUU: I WHAT!? ARE YOU SERIOUS!?

RYUU: I need a breadtangle of pizza.
TORI: Pizza belongs in a triangle!
RYUU: No it doesn''t. It belongs to the Underkingthing of Severed Neckbone the 48th''s pet dog''s pet
praying mantis'' pet lemon pie! Doesn''t school teach you anything?

FLIPPY: DOINKING TIME! -runs around hitting every HTF with his knife-
DOINKDOINKDOINKDOINKDOINKDOINKDOINKDOINKDOINKDOINKDOINKDOINK!
RYUU: -attaches himself to knife with his teeth-
FLIPPY: Curses! -dies-
RYUU: I lose!

FISHY: I play not bass.
RYUU: Fine. You play yes drums. Something else play can not bass.

RYUU: Until Charlie-sing-person come, something else be sing-person.
ENVY: Ryuu, you can sing.  You just don''t realize it.
RYUU: Really?

ME: Hey Ryuu, could you do the voices of us?
RYUU: -in my voice- Dunno.

RYUU: I talk not like Jealosy the Overlord cousin thing.
ENVY: I''m not related to Jealosy the Overlord!
RYUU: I you are sure.
FISHY: Quit style-biting voice of the Fishy.
ENVY: -nods-
RYUU: Fine. Overlord scum.
ENVY: T_T

ENVY: Where the hell did this thing come from?
RYUU: Shut up, Jealousy the Overlord cousin thing.



ME: Ryuu, any particular reason why you want Dashi and Sensei to make out?
RYUU: I LIKE JAPANESE PIE!!!!
MEC: *nods* A sensible reason! 0-^
RYUU: Gold star for j00!!! -tosses a cheap plastic trophy at Mec-

MEC: Urghhh... But, we can''t climb Mt. Everpickle without... cheese poofs...
BUDDHIST MONKEY: Is she going to be okay? O_O''
RYUU: -dons climbing gear- To Mt. Everpickle, AWAY!!!
DASHI: Does Mt. Everpickle even EXIST?!?!
RYUU: Up your closet.
MEC: Now it does! -points to giant pickle-

DASHI: -elbows Ryuu- Whose he?
RYUU: Who? The newt?
DASHI: No, the green thing. -points to Oddity-
RYUU: Wha? -looks around and sees Oddity- MASTER!!!! -bows at Oddity''s feet-
DASHI: That answered my question.

RYUU: Hey, have you seen my invisible wall of cheese poofs?
SENSEI: Have you seen my invisible wall.
RYUU: Shut up.
SENSEI: ^^
DASHI: Huh?
SENSEI: You can''t SEE an invisible wall.
RYUU: Shut up, Confucius.

LEIA: -does the ''I''m in Soul Calibur and you''re not'' dance-
TORI: Actually, Ryuu IS in Soul Calibur.
RYUU: I am? W00T!!!!!

RYUU: It''s... SUPER F!!!
DASHI: Anything for a FOP reference, eh Ryuu?
RYUU: I like referrance!

RYUU: Can I throw a heavy object at you, DB?
TORI: Go nuts.
DB: O_O''''

ME: Ryuu, must you be so weird?
RYUU: HYJhyjy!!
ME: Stupid question, really.

RYUU: I WANNA MARRY TED, DAMMIT!!!!!
ME: Too bad, Ryuu. You''s mine. Bwaha.
RYUU: You''re Ted?
RYUU: NEVER QUESTION THE CORAL CHEWS!!!



TORI: Coral...chews? O_O
RYUU: Nooooo. It''s Plankton.

ME: He can''t make kick-awesome music without his guitar!
BILLIE: ^///^
TORI: That''''''''s right!  And you''''re a fan too, Ryuu!
RYUU: -puts on Green Day top- No I''''m not.

RYUU: Sauerkraut eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeebbbbbbbbbilllluted.
TORI: Ebiluted?
RYUU: NO! IT''S A TURKEY!!

CJ: Gimme that ack.
(*back)
RYUU: NO!!! My ack!!

RYUU: BWA!! xD
ME: o.o
RYUU: WO0T! o_______^

RYUU: o___________^
ME: That''''s an odd face. o.o

TORI: It''s cliche central. It brings SHAME TO TEH AUSSIES.
RYUU: CURSE YOU, SHAME!!!!!

RYUU: Dancin'' Gummi Bears, yo!
MISC SQUIRREL: >.o
RYUU: ARMY BASE!! -throws the gummi bear at Misc. Squirrel-
MISC SQUIRREL: X.x -dies-



5 - Food for thought - He tried to eat these

--- The Ryuu Archives ---
 
Food for thought - He tried to eat these
 
-----------------------------------
 
DB''s hair
Tori''s wet noodle
His tie
A cotton bud
Lumpy''s antlers
Cardboard male ghost (x2)
His own yaoi drawing
Fat Albert''s leg
Chewing gum
[name removed]''s hair
Banana face
The Stick
His painting of The Cheat and Strong Mad
A floppy disk
A picture Sean drew
A Chinese finger trap
Gooblies the lobster
A calculator
Homestar Jr.
His painting of the Big Knife Guy
Tori''s hair
The computer mouse
Coach Z''s hat
Carol
Sora''s Keyblade
Russell''s right wooden leg
Russell''s eye patch
Bubs'' foot
Homsar''s hat
A SBLOUNSKCHED! bar
The leg on Strong Bad''s stool
A Bear Holding A Shark ice cream
A picture of Li''l Brudder (while in Coach Z''s body)
The TV remote
The TV
Beyond



A Flippy plushie
Flippy''s hat
The Strong Badia sign
The computer screen
His hair
Steak
Mt. Everpickle
A discount brick
A piggy bank
Billie Joe Armstrong''s guitar
An ASCII milk carton
The winner''s envelope



6 - Chaos in the making - Stuff he's done

--- The Ryuu Archives ---

Chaos in the making - Stuff he''s done

-----------------------------------

Read out random things on the computer screen
Looked at random Neoboard topics
Poked a chicken
Lit DB''s boxers on fire
Drawn criminally bad HTF yaoi pics:
 - MimexMole
 - DBxFlippy
 - RussellxShifty
 - Several unknown (one with Strong Sad''s calligraphy pen)
Held his drawn yaoi pics up for all to see
Made two cardboard male ghosts make out
Pinned a yaoi pic to DB''s hair
Inserted a cookie into Nutty''s ear
Dressed up as a mad scientist
Put Cuddles in a pot with green play-doh
Threw a fine liner at Sniffles
Stuck cardboard wings on Candie
Put on a dunce cap
Poked Tori with a poking stick with a cheeseburger on the end
Picked up a stone and put it on his head
Drew a very detailed picture of Flaky
Stuffed meat down Fat Albert''s throat after he went vegan
Drew a picture of Giggles and Petunia making out
Threw the scrunched up yuri picture at Fat Albert
Collapsed
Messed around with one of Sniffles'' inventions
Video taped ducks mating
Found proof that Mime was stalking Tori
Kissed Cosmo
Attached himself to [name removed]''s head
Put sawdust in DB''s cereal
Hung Joebob over a pond full of leeches
Walked around with dark sunglasses on
Gasped
Swapped clothes with Leia
Badly drew a SpongeBobxPatrick picture



Drank coffee
Burped
Kicked a soccer ball down a bowling alley, scoring a strike
Poked Tori with The Stick
Painted a perfect caricature of The Cheat
Painted Strong Mad into the picture
Grabbed Tori by the neck and covered her mouth with his hand
Covered the mouths of random people
Missed a high five and hit Lifty in the face
Took constant pictures of DB trying to make out with Tori with a mouth full of waffle until the battery in
his digital camera died
Stood on his head
Handed Tori a mirror
Keyed in the words ''oboe shoes'' into a calculator
Pulled a Chinese sword out of nowhere
Pulled out a machine gun, flamethrower and Chinese finger trap out of nowhere
Got the Chinese finger trap stuck on his tongue
Forced a steak down my throat
Balanced a Cold One on his head
Got hit by a meteor
Clinged to Homsar
Sat on Homsar''s head
Drew a picture of Sean in a tutu
Did the JengaJam dance
Got attacked by a random flying chair
Painted a portrait of the Big Knife Guy
Pointed his TV remote at Tori and pressed pause
Stole a pretzel bag
Jumped on Tori''s head
Randomly disappeared
Jumped out from behind a random fire hydrant
Did the chicken dance to country music
Clinged to Janai
Drew a perfect self-portrait in MS Paint
Danced to Everybody To The Limit
Grabbed Sora''s Keyblade
Put a wig on Nutty
Slammed a post-it note on Sniffles'' head saying ''NobOdy LIkes mE''
Superglued Nutty to a tree
Handed Bubs a megaphone
Put ants in human Sniffles'' hair
Laughed like an egg being thrown at a dying The Cheat
Threw a SBLOUNSKCHED! bar at Bubs
Threw an Easter egg at Tori
Got a discount Easter egg thrown at him
Got attacked by a discount alligator
Switched bodies with Coach Z



(Coach Z in his body) Hopped on one foot with nine pieces of chewing gum stuck to his face
(in Coach Z''s body) Stuffed his body with Coach Z in it into a pair of stripe-ed pants
(in Coach Z''s body) Randomly disappeared
(in Coach Z''s body) Locked Strong Sad in the bathtub
Stuffed Sniffles in a dress
Made cloth cutouts of him and Lifty
Pulled a Senor Cardgage face
Fainted and woke up again
Handed out ''OBEY THE FWEE'' pamphlets
Put on a Bubble-horse mask
Badly drew a BluexReject picture and shoved it in Devil''s face
Shoved an even worse DevilxReject picture in my face
Ran around in circles
Turned into a smiley
Sang about peaches and The Cheat Commandos
Made Cosmo and Harry Potter puppets make out
Tossed the HP puppet away and grabbed a Fishy puppet
Did the buffalo chicken tenders dance
Waved around a pretzel flag
Wrote an essay on pier pressure
Tried to steal Toothy''s teeth
Dressed up as Patrick
Dressed up as Homestar
Gave Tori a birthday present
Put on a wedding dress and proposed
Put on a bunny outfit and held an Easter basket in his mouth
Got his shirt stolen
Held the chibi-pretzel of d00m
Stared at Tawny
Pokes Tori''s apple MSN display pic with a lit match
Dressed in a kimono
Stared at a Culu plushie
Shoved seven fountain pens in his mouth
Put a red wig on
Danced around flapping his arms
Breathed fire from his nose to roast Culu''s acorn
Balanced a flaming taco on his head
Dressed up as ''Teh Almighteh Kingy''
Dressed up as The Cheat
Hugged a bag of pretzels
Danced with a bag of pretzels on his head
Sang ''Icky Vicky''
Attached himself to Flippy''s knife with his teeth
Sniffed the air
Stared at a random fire hydrant
Jumped and attached himself to Fishy''s fish-hat
Put apple stickers over the eyes of Fishy''s hish-hat



Grabbed a guitar
Tossed Fishy a bass guitar
Shoved the not-bass into Envy''s hands
Did a perfect Billie Joe Armstrong voice
Did perfect other singer-people voices
Rotated on the spot
Held up a bowl of corn-stuffs
Waved a bag of gummi bears in the face of a HTFified gummi bear
Balanced gummi bears on his ears
Threw a steak at Sakura
Pulled a random face at some sharks
Inserted a rose up Flippy''s nose
Kicked Sensei into view
Pushed Dashi into Sensei in an attempt to make them make out
Tossed a cheap plastic trophy at Mec
Poked Dashi with a mystical space newt
Threw a mystical space newt at Mec
Put cheese poofs in his hair
Had Mee thrown at him
Jumped on Dashi''s head
Threw two mystical space newts at Mee
Stuck a giant ''F'' sticker on Dashi''s forehead
Put on a Super F costume
Threw mystical space newts at Sensei and Hiku
Whacked himself in the head and collapsed
Kicked Sensei into view
Pulled a lever and made a safe fall on DB
Violently kicked a flower
Jumped on the flower
Poured cooking oil into a punch bowl and caused Sensei to twitch uncontrollably
Pointed at Sensei while staring hard at Dashi
Grabbed Dashi''''s head and forced it towards Sensei''''s
Ate a cupcake off my face
Threw a painting of Biscuit Dough Hands Man at Oddity
Pulled Sensei from out of nowhere and threw him to the floor
Threw a dehydrated sponge at Miscellaneous Squirrel
Dropped a safe on Tori''''s scanner
Tossed Miscellaneous Squirrel into a pot of squished orange cake
Clicked the ''''yes'''' button on Tori''''s made-up error over and over
Drooled
Hit himself with a rolled-up Homsar T-shirt
Ran around with an old-fashioned telephone on his head
Got whacked with Shabti''''s staff
Grabbed a long cardboard tube
Got whacked with Phobia''''s staff
Attached self to Ashley''''s head
Got shrunk down to 5 centimetres by Ashley



Wheeled in a tank with Cryptid in it
Tacklepoked Cryptid
Dropped a safe on Marzipan
Whacked Fwee with an unplugged telephone
Threw a waffle maker at James Blunt
Threw tortoise-shaped pieces of foam at Billie Joe Armstrong
Pulled Sensei our of a hat
Bought suicidal education from our generation
Pointed at Flippy
Jumped into a cardboard box
Kicked Miscellaneous Squirrel in the shin
Threw an explosive tophat at Miscellaneous Squirrel
Threw an atomic cheeseburger at Ashley
Got the atomic cheeseburger thrown at him by Razzberry
Laughed obnoxiously loud
Swiped the Chief Justice''''s gavel and hit Tori with it
Threw the atomic cheeseburger at Tori
Threw the Lappy at Tori
Threw Blue Star Ointment at Coach Z
Chased The Cheat
Jumped into Homestar''''s box of tofu
Switched bodies with Kenya
Put butter on his wings
Went to Mexico
Pulled a sombrero from out of nowhere
Held up a taco
Sat up in a tree
Jumped around waving his arms to distract Flippy
Shoved a taco down Flippy''''s throat
Kissed my hand
Got punched in the face by me
Cried
Flew me up into the air
Threw me up a tree
Turned Tulip into a chipmunk with a species-change ray gun
Turned Giggles into a rabbit with a species-change ray gun
Turned Tulip back into a rabbit (with the species-change ray gun)
Dressed up a packet of gummi bears
Seriously freaked out Tawny and Razzberry
Threw a dancing gummi bear at Miscellaneous Squirrel



7 - Evelator music - A few thoughts
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Evelator music - A few thoughts
 
-----------------------------------
 
--- Extract 1 ---
Hey there, mind.
What''s going down?
Oh, nothing much. Just Flippy''s popularity and Nutty''s IQ.
What''s an IQ?
I don''t know. But I think my toaster just exploded.
Nah, that was just Shifty setting off a bunch of party poppers.
No, that can''t be Shifty. Shifty wears this green bow tie.
That''s Toothy, moron. That guy is obviously Shifty. See the big fish on his head?
Oh yeeeeeaah.
Have you ever considered wearing a turtleneck? They''re supposed to give your brain a boost.
...my what?
Brain, fool. The thing that makes you see thing.
Oh, I get it. Why do I need to be able to smell better?
Because there''s a pigeon attached to your ear.
What are you talking about? That''s just a hand grenade.
No, I definitely think it''s a severed antler.
DAMMIT!!! IT''S A FREAKING ^*%&*@%^$%ING DECEMBERWEEN BAUBLE!!!
No, it''s a smudge on the mirror. You''re looking in the mirror.
Oh. Oh, ok.



8 - Blind eye - Opinions of a dead mind
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Blind eye - Opinions of a dead mind
 
-----------------------------------
 
Still a WIP section. Although technically, they all are. This especially because I need permission to use
everyone''s characters. So please tell me which of your characters I''m allowed to use, and I''ll use them.
x3
 
-----------------------------------
 
Cuddles - Ooh, it''s squishy.
Giggles - See! I told you it had antlers!
Handy - Where''d its legs go?
Lumpy - He looks like my third cousin who''s married to my gajillionth brother. Oh, wait. I only had seven.
And they all died of severe cussing.
Toothy - Isn''t that my hat?
Nutty - Severed apple hand, eh? I could go for one of those... oh, wait. It''s just the elephant man.
Petunia - Mmm..... ox breath and lemon curry pudding stuffs...
Sniffles - I don''t know what it is, but it does my homework and tells me I''m supposed to shower
everyday.
Splendid - ONG IT''S TEH SUPAR ROBIT DOG!!!!111!one!
Flaky - Idiot doesn''t even know her own gender. Wait, it''s a her?
The Mole - Staple sauce.
Disco Bear - Hey! Aren''t you that guy from that place who does that thing?
Russell - Yaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaarrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr!!!!!!!!!!
Mime - Hi, turkey baster. What''s basting?
Lifty - The second worst lover of the great giant Ghfreezbro the Eleventh. Or was that The Cheat?
Shifty - IT TOOK THE PRETZELS!! IT TOOK THE PRETZELS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Cro-Marmot - Big ithe cube thtuck to tung.
Flippy - Nope, still not popular.
Pop - It never gave me back my limited edition super Pandaroo. Oh wait, that was a licorice pie thing.
That gave me the typhloid.
Cub - Ewwww! What has that thing been inserting up its nose!?
Buddhist Monkey - What do you mean you don''t speak Mhongwangese?
Me - Hiya.
Leia - YO HO, YO HO A PIRATE''S LIFE FOR ME!!!!!!!!!!
Jade - Well, there WASN''T anything nasty in there.
Tox - Shiny-shiny wand of d00m eat pancakes.
Oddity - TRHthjfpoejfrd''ejgggRGKRthjihfewwwwwwwiurhrhkskejrjnf.
Sparky - Whys you frowns at me like thats? I nots insanes!



Janai - PURPLE MONKEY DISHWASHER.
Sensei - He kick HARD. Very. Hard. Ow. Can I have my floppy disk back?
Jirachi - I have a poster of some brightly coloured gypsy glowy bug stapled to my eyes.
Fishy - Look! I have one too! YOU''RE NO MATCH FOR ME, TOE-FROG!!!
Tawny -
Mmmaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaasssssssssshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhheeeeeeeeeeeddddddddddddd ppppp
pppppppooooooooooooooootttttttttttaaaaaaaaaaattttttttttttoooooooooeeeeeeesssssssss.....................
Tazi - RUN RUN RUN RUN RUN RUN RUN RUN run run... run...
Junior - Can I have one? Please?
Shabti - Undead glowy redness... IT BURNS!!!
Tori - Hey! It''s The One! The Oracle never lies.
Candie - Crazy spastic irken monkey.
Ashley - Yay! I''m cursed! Must... obey... emo-ness...
Envy - Are you related to Jealousy the Overlord? He destroyed seven planets and a tea cosy just
because I wouldn''t print him off a seventeen dollar note, you know.
Star - Circus of the Fifteen Rhombus Pies, UNITE!!!
Nighty - That one''s a definite frog-eater if ever there was one. What''s a frog?
Yagi - For the last time, I DON''T SPEAK TURKEY!!!
Wacky - Wheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!!! ... Are you gonna eat me today?
Ripsaw - MY PUDDING!!!!!!!! MIIIIIIIIIIIINNNNNNNNEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!
Kashi - SO A FOX!!
Crackers - Get lost, you alien space cow... thing.
Charlie - ICE CUBE!!!
Cinnabun - Why do they all begin with Q?
Dashi - Hi, Billy-Bob! Wait... you''re not Billy-Bob! Billy-Bob''s a rabbit! You''re clearly a deranged,
criminal, drunk, Chinese blue... tiger.
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